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SPEAKING

Directions
I am going to ask you some questions. Listen and then answer. Be sure to answer in 
English using your own words.

A long time ago, people wrote letters on paper to communicate. These letters took a 
long time to arrive by mail. Today many people use computers and cell phones to write 
messages to friends and family. We can send e-mails on the computer. We can also 
send text messages on our cell phones. These types of messages get to people much 
faster than writing and mailing letters. 

1 2

3

1  Tell me what other people do to communicate.
Go On



Grades 3–4

In the 1860s, there were no phones or computers to communicate with people who 
were far away. People wrote letters to their friends and families, and men rode horses 
across the United States to deliver the letters. This service was called the Pony Express.

1.

2.

3.

SPEAKING

2
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SPEAKING

Tell me how this woman’s letter got delivered to her friend.



Grades 3–4

Drum music is thousands of years old and is played all over the world. Almost every 
culture has its own kind of drum. For example, in Ireland, people play a bodhrán 
drum, which is made of wood and animal skin. In parts of West Africa, women play 
an udu drum, which is made of clay. In the Caribbean, people play steel drums, which 
are made of metal. 

.

.

.

SPEAKING
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SPEAKING

1

2

3

3 Tell me how drums around the world are made of different things.

Go On 



Grades 3–4

A Gamelan music group is made up mostly of people who play drum instruments. 
These instruments are made out of wood, metal, or iron. Musicians play the 
instruments with their hands or with a stick called a mallet. Some instruments, like 
the gong, only make one sound. Larger instruments make lower sounds. Smaller 
instruments make higher sounds. Together, the group plays a melody using these 
different sounds. 

SPEAKING

4
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SPEAKING

Why does a Gamelan group use instruments that are different sizes?
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Directions
Now let’s talk about a group of people in South America.

The Yanomami are a group of people who live in South American rain forests. They 
settle in villages near rivers. Everyone in the village lives together in one big house 
shaped like a circle. In the middle is a shared open space used for activities like 
games and feasts. Each family has its own area with a fireplace to cook their meals. 
At night, they build a fire in the middle to keep everyone warm. For food, everyone 
shares what they bring back from hunting and gathering crops.

SPEAKING

5 Tell me what a Yanomami village is like.

Go On 
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SPEAKING
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Directions
You just learned about a group of people in South America.

The Yanomami are a group of people who live in South American rain forests. They 
settle in villages near rivers. Everyone in the village lives together in one big house 
shaped like a circle. In the middle is a shared open space used for activities like 
games and feasts. Each family has its own area with a fireplace to cook their meals. 
At night, they build a fire in the middle to keep everyone warm. For food, everyone 
shares what they bring back from hunting and gathering crops.

SPEAKING

6 Do you think building their village in a circle helps the Yanomami people?

STOP
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SPEAKING
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Directions
Listen to the passage. Then answer Questions X through X. Fill in the correct circle on your 
answer sheet.

LISTENING
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LISTENING

Directions
Listen to the passage. Then answer Questions 1 through 6. Fill in the correct circle on your 
answer sheet.

Broadway

Go On 



Grades 3–4

SAY Look at Question X. Listen to these sentences from the passage again. Then I will ask 
you, “Which words tell when the first theater in New York City was built?”

“The first theater in New York City was built in 1732. Later, more theaters were built. 
By the early 1900s, people went to the theater often.”

Which word or words tell when the first theater in New York City was built?

A Later

B In 1732

C Early 1900s

D Often

Pause for about 15 seconds.

LISTENING

1 

Grades 3–4

SAY Look at Question X. Listen to this sentence from the passage again.

“About 150 years after the first theater was built, people began to make movies on 
film to tell stories.”

Which words help tell the meaning of movies?

A 150 years

B First theater

C People began

D Tell stories

Pause for about 15 seconds.

LISTENING

Grades 3–4

SAY Look at Question X. 

Which words from the passage tell something else about the street?

A Many theaters

B On film

C Tell stories

D Much money

Pause for about 15 seconds.

MT2649

LISTENING
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LISTENING

Which word or words tell when the first theater in New York City was built?

A Later
B In 1732
C Early 1900s
D Often

2 Which words from the passage tell something else about the street?

A Many theaters
B On film
C Tell stories
D Much money

3 Which words help tell the meaning of movies?

A 150 years
B First theater
C People began
D Tell stories



Grades 3–4

SAY Look at Question X. Listen to these sentences from the passage again.

“There are many theaters on this street near the center of the city. In these theaters, 
actors perform in plays and musical shows. In a play, actors speak the words; in a 
musical, they sing to tell the story. Sometimes Broadway is called the ‘Great White 
Way’ because there are bright white lights on the many theater signs.”

Which words help tell the meaning of perform?

A Street, city

B Theaters, center

C Speak, sing

D Lights, signs

Pause for about 15 seconds.

LISTENING

Grades 3–4

SAY Look at Question X. 

Which words from the passage tell how going to a theater is different from going to 
a movie?

A Near the center of the city

B Speak the words

C Sing to tell the story

D Live actors are on the stage

Pause for about 15 seconds.

LISTENING

Grades 3–4

SAY Look at Question X. 

Which words from the passage tell what an actor does in a musical?

A Speak the words

B Sing to tell the story

C Not make much money

D Go to movies

Pause for about 15 seconds.

LISTENING

4 
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LISTENING

Which words from the passage tell what an actor does in a musical?

A Speak the words
B Sing to tell the story
C Not make much money
D Go to movies

5 Which words help tell the meaning of perform?

A Street, city
B Theaters, center
C Speak, sing
D Lights, signs

6 Which words from the passage tell how going to a theater is different from going to 
a movie?

A Near the center of the city
B Speak the words
C Sing to tell the story
D Live actors are on the stage

STOP
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Directions
Read the passage. Then answer Questions X through X. Fill in the correct circle on your 
answer sheet.

READING
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WRITING
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READING

Directions
Read the passage. Then answer Questions 7 through 12. Fill in the correct circle on your  
answer sheet.

The First Practice

 Jessica looked out the car window as her mother drove up to the large doors of the theater. 
It was the first day of practice for the play, and Jessica was going to be a rabbit. She had never 
acted before, and she was nervous.

“See you in two hours,” her mother said. “Good luck!”
 Jessica took a deep breath and entered the building. The director, a tall woman with a kind 
face, stood in the hall. Jessica felt more comfortable knowing that this woman would be in 
charge of the play.

Go On 



Grades 3–4

 “Jessica, I’m so glad you’re joining our cast. Here’s your script.” She gave Jessica a small 
book with each actor’s lines from the play. “Oh, and you can call me Ms. G.”

Jessica was not sure what to say. “I’m nervous,” she finally admitted.
 “I understand,” Ms. G. smiled. “But all you have to do today is read some lines from the 
play and meet the other actors. After that, I’ll tell you exactly where to stand and walk.”

“That’s not too hard,” Jessica thought.
 “Soon you’ll learn the lines and we’ll give you a rabbit costume. By opening night, you’ll be 
ready to perform.”
 “That sounds like a lot of fun,” Jessica thought. As she entered the practice room to meet 
everyone, she relaxed.

READING

Grades 3–4

READING

7 
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WRITING
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READING

Read these sentences again.

“Soon you’ll learn the lines and we’ll give you a rabbit costume. By opening night, you’ll 
be ready to perform.”

Which word tells about Jessica’s costume?

A Lines
B Night
C Rabbit
D Ready



Grades 3–4

READING

Grades 3–4

 

“

MT2962

READING
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WRITING
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READING

8 Read these sentences again.

“Jessica looked out the car window as her mother drove up to the large doors of the 
theater. It was the first day of practice for the play, and Jessica was going to be a rabbit.”

Which words tell who took Jessica to the theater?

A For the play
B The large doors
C The first day
D Her mother

9 Read these sentences again.

“ ‘Jessica, I’m so glad you’re joining our cast. Here’s your script.’ She gave Jessica a small 
book with each actor’s lines from the play. ‘Oh, and you can call me Ms. G.’

Jessica was not sure what to say. ‘I’m nervous,’ she finally admitted.”

Which words help tell the meaning of script?

A “. . . glad you’re joining our cast.”
B “. . . you can call me Ms. G.”
C . . . each actor’s lines from the play.”
D “. . . she finally admitted.”

Go On 
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READING

Grades 3–4

 

READING

10 
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READING

Read this paragraph again.

 “Jessica took a deep breath and entered the building. The director, a tall woman with 
a kind face, stood in the hall. Jessica felt more comfortable knowing that this woman 
would be in charge of the play.”

Which words help tell the meaning of director?

A In charge of the play
B With a kind face
C Took a deep breath
D Felt more comfortable

11 Read these paragraphs again.

 “Jessica looked out the car window as her mother drove up to the large doors of the 
theater. It was the first day of practice for the play, and Jessica was going to be a rabbit. 
She had never acted before, and she was nervous.

‘See you in two hours,’ her mother said. ‘Good luck!’

 Jessica took a deep breath and entered the building. The director, a tall woman with 
a kind face, stood in the hall. Jessica felt more comfortable knowing that this woman 
would be in charge of the play.”

Which words show why Jessica is nervous?

A “. . . looked out the car window . . . .”
B “She had never acted before . . . .”
C “Jessica took a deep breath . . . .”
D “. . . felt more comfortable . . . .”



Grades 3–4

 

 

 

READING

12 
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WRITING
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READING

Which words show how Jessica’s feelings about acting change from the beginning to the 
end of the passage?

A “It was the first day of practice for the play . . . .”
“As she entered the practice room to meet everyone . . . .”

B “Jessica took a deep breath and entered the building.”
“Jessica was not sure what to say.”

C “. . . Jessica was going to be a rabbit.”
“By opening night, you’ll be ready to perform.”

D “She had never acted before, and she was nervous.”
“ ‘That sounds like a lot of fun,’ Jessica thought.”

STOP
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Directions
Read this passage again. Then you will be asked to write one paragraph based on the passage.

 
 

 

WRITING
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WRITING

Directions
Read this passage. Then you will be asked to write one paragraph based on the passage.

The First Practice

 Jessica looked out the car window as her mother drove up to the large doors of the theater.
It was the first day of practice for the play, and Jessica was going to be a rabbit. She had never
acted before, and she was nervous.

“See you in two hours,” her mother said. “Good luck!”
 Jessica took a deep breath and entered the building. The director, a tall woman with a kind
face, stood in the hall. Jessica felt more comfortable knowing that this woman would be in 
charge of the play.

Go On 



Grades 3–4

 “Jessica, I’m so glad you’re joining our cast. Here’s your script.” She gave Jessica a small 
book with each actor’s lines from the play. “Oh, and you can call me Ms. G.”

Jessica was not sure what to say. “I’m nervous,” she finally admitted.
 “I understand,” Ms. G. smiled. “But all you have to do today is read some lines from the 
play and meet the other actors. After that, I’ll tell you exactly where to stand and walk.”

“That’s not too hard,” Jessica thought.
 “Soon you’ll learn the lines and we’ll give you a rabbit costume. By opening night, you’ll be 
ready to perform.”
 “That sounds like a lot of fun,” Jessica thought. As she entered the practice room to meet 
everyone, she relaxed.

WRITING

Grades 3–4

You may plan your writing for Question 14 here, if you wish. Use the space below to organize 
your ideas about what to write. Your writing on this planning page will NOT count toward 
your final score. 

Write your final answer on Pages 27 and 28.

Planning Page

  14

WRITING

13
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WRITING

Now read the directions below.

In the passage, both Jessica’s mother and the director of the play help Jessica. 
Think about a person who helps you. Write one paragraph to tell who helps you 
and how the person helps you. Use your own ideas and ideas from the passage to 
help you write.



Grades 3–4 MT2989

Checklist ☑
☐ Write about the topic.

☐ Plan your writing from beginning to end.

☐ Use your own ideas and ideas from the passage.

☐ Support your answer with details.

☐ Use complete sentences.

☐ Check your writing for grammar, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

WRITING
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WRITING

On the lines below, tell who helps you and how the person helps you. Remember to use your 
own ideas and ideas from the passage to help you write.

Go On 
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Directions
Read this passage. Then you will be asked to write at least two paragraphs based on the passage.

Grades 3–4

Directions
Read this passage again. Then you will be asked to write at least two paragraphs based on
the passage.

Moon Ball

 Ms. Hernandez is reading a story to her fourth-grade class. The story is about a boy, Sam, 
who lives in the future. The story begins on his first day of school.
 “Sam loves school because he learns new things. And now, in fourth grade, he can play 
Moon Ball in gym class.
 After breakfast, Sam grabbed his computer. It was thin, square, and lightweight, like a small 
book. The computer could show any of Sam’s schoolbooks on the computer screen. His mother 
said that long ago his grandparents carried all their books in a backpack. He couldn’t imagine 
that! Sam rushed outside to ride the bus to school.

WRITING
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WRITING

Go On 



Grades 3–4

 At school, Sam enjoyed his classes and listened closely. After lunch, he hurried to the gym to 
play Moon Ball. The students were divided into two teams. The Moon Ball room was round and 
white with a high ceiling. A ball and two goals were inside the room. Each team tries to throw 
the ball into the other team’s goal. 
 When the students were ready, the teacher turned off the gravity. Gravity is the force that 
keeps people on the ground. When it was turned off, everyone started to move slowly around 
the room. Sam laughed because he liked the feeling of floating. He thought, “This must be what 
it is like to be on the Moon!” The students enjoyed floating around the room, but no one was 
able to score.
 Then Sam’s friend Ana threw the ball. Sam tried to get to the ball quickly, but he had trouble 
since the gravity was turned off. He kicked his feet and moved his arms like he was swimming. 
Finally, he got close and grabbed the ball. Although he was floating upside down, he threw it into 
the goal. Sam’s team won! Sam thought Moon Ball was great fun. He looked forward to playing 
again.”
 Ms. Hernandez smiled when she finished reading the story. “I think all of you would love 
Moon Ball,” she said.

MT529

WRITING
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WRITING



Go On 
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Planning Page

  

WRITING

14
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WRITING

Now read the directions below.

In the story, Sam likes to play Moon Ball. Think about a game, sport, or 
activity you like. Write at least two paragraphs to describe a game, sport, or activity 
that you like. Use your own ideas and ideas from the passage to help you write.

You may plan your writing for Question 14 here, if you wish. Use the space below to organize 
your ideas about what to write. 

Write your final answer on Pages 27 and 28.
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Go On 

Checklist ☑
☐ Write about the topic.

☐ Plan your writing from beginning to end.

☐ Use your own ideas and ideas from the passage.

☐ Support your answer with details.

☐ Use complete sentences.

☐ Check your writing for grammar, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

WRITING
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WRITING

On the lines below, describe the game, sport, or activity that you like. Remember to use your 
own ideas and ideas from the passage to help you write.



Writing, continued

STOP

WRITING
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WRITING
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